
Litigation and Insurance claims can be an uneasy time for all parties.  In times of crisis you need to have 
help on hand quickly and efficiently.

Insurance claims need to be settled and assessed quickly to allow the repairs from damage to be 
organised and underway.

In the Queensland floods of 2011 over 900 lifts were affected by water  and storm damage.  A lot of the 
repair costs were claimed under insurance, so expert assessment was required urgently and a lot of it. 

Likewise for accident and damage claims for personal injury, expert advice on the likely cause and effect is 
critical.

A lift industry expert is invaluable when dealing with claims and disputes.
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If in doubt call in an expert...

Because of the vast experience within the partners of Minc EC, we can advise on most cases and on most 
products and situations.

A full site inspection and analysis of the facts and data will allow Minc EC to provide the details required to 
evaluate Insurance claims and assist in litigation, accident, damage and negligence claims.

• Assess damage to lift and escalator equipment resulting from weather, water, storm , fire and other   
 causes of damage.
• Review and advise on repair and rectification quotations.
• Assist to seek alternative repair options.
• Manage and monitor the repair process.
• Review the facts and supply a technical evaluation and on cause and effect in damages claims.
• Appear as witnesses if required.
• Mediate on operational issues in commercial and contractual disputes.

At Minc Elevator Consulting (Minc EC), we can act immediately to help in
times of emergency and need.

With membership and association in most industry bodies Minc is well
respected within the Building Industry community.
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National & International Partners

With the right service provider for the Job, selected using the Minc EC balance selection criteria 
combined with the Minc EC Initial overhaul, you get immediate results and improvements.

With over 70 years experience in the Lift industry, locally and internationally Minc EC knows the 
lift business. Minc EC knows the people, the product, the processes of Lift Suppliers and applies 
that knowledge for the benefit of Minc EC customers.

Minc EC can service your needs in all major cities in Australia and with International alliances  in 
many locations around the world.

The Minc Building Services network cover over 1500 specially trained and approved tradesman, 
Minc EC has access to that network and can ensure all work can be performed with one 
company.

With accreditation in Pegasus and CM3 safety systems, when combined with ISO 9001 Minc EC is 
serious about Quality and safety. All partners are trained in Quality auditing and quality 
management systems, which is applied to the Minc EC company way of doing business.

The Exclusive Minc EC Project Management plan ensures that Minc EC manages all aspects of 
major works performed on your behalf, Minc EC will do it all.
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Q: If my lift is water damaged do I have to replace all the components affected?
A: In most case a lot of the equipment can be repaired, Safety critical items and fragile electronics etc 
should be replaced.

Q: Is water damage to my Lift or Escalator covered by my insurance?
A: This question has to be answered by your insurer, and depends on the policy held for the building or 
premises.

Q: If a lift Motor burns out or needs replacement is that covered by the lift company servicing 
my equipment?
A: It depends on individual  maintenance contracts, Minc EC contracts have repair responsibility on the lift  
service provider. Minc EC can advise based on the terms of your contract. It may also be covered by your 
building insurance under Motor Fusion.

Q: Why do lifts not stop even with the floor sometimes, creating a trip hazard?
A: Their can be a number of reasons the most common is the age of the lift and the type of system used 
to control the lift movements. Modern systems should not have these problems.

Q: Why cant I use the lift in the case of a fire?
A: Because the lift will be used by the fire fighters who have Fire Service controls to control the lifts 
individually. And whilst most lift shafts are fire rated depending on the damage you could get stuck in a lift 
shaft in a fire, it’s a better option to use the Fire stairs.


